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ConcepTest 18.1ConcepTest 18.1 Connect the BatteryConnect the Battery

Which is the correct way toWhich is the correct way to

light the lightbulb with thelight the lightbulb with the
battery?battery?

4)   all are correct

5)   none are correct

1) 3)2)



Current can only flow if there is a continuous connectioncontinuous connection from
the negative terminal through the bulb to the positive terminal.
This is only the case for Fig. (3).
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1) Ohm Ohm’’s law is obeyed since thes law is obeyed since the
current still increases when Vcurrent still increases when V
increasesincreases

2) OhmOhm’’s law is not obeyeds law is not obeyed

3) This has nothing to do with OhmThis has nothing to do with Ohm’’ss
lawlaw

ConcepTest 18.2ConcepTest 18.2 OhmOhm’’s Laws Law

You double the You double the voltagevoltage across across
a certain conductor and youa certain conductor and you
observe the observe the currentcurrent increases increases
three times.  What can youthree times.  What can you
conclude?conclude?



1) Ohm Ohm’’s law is obeyed since thes law is obeyed since the
current still increases when Vcurrent still increases when V
increasesincreases

2) OhmOhm’’s law is not obeyeds law is not obeyed

3) This has nothing to do with OhmThis has nothing to do with Ohm’’ss
lawlaw

Ohm’s law, V = I RV = I R, states that the
relationship between voltage and
current is linearlinear.  Thus for a conductor
that obeys Ohm’s Law, the current must
double when you double the voltage.

ConcepTest 18.2ConcepTest 18.2 OhmOhm’’s Laws Law

You double the You double the voltagevoltage across across
a certain conductor and youa certain conductor and you
observe the observe the currentcurrent increases increases
three times.  What can youthree times.  What can you
conclude?conclude?

Follow-up:Follow-up:  Where could this situation occur?  Where could this situation occur?



ConcepTest 18.3aConcepTest 18.3a Wires IWires I

Two wires, Two wires, AA and  and BB, are made of the, are made of the
same metalsame metal and have  and have equal lengthequal length,,
but the resistance of wire but the resistance of wire AA is  is fourfour
timestimes the resistance of wire  the resistance of wire BB.   How.   How
do their diameters compare?do their diameters compare?

1)  ddAA  =  4   =  4 ddBB

2)  ddAA  =  2   =  2 ddBB

3)  ddAA  =    =  ddBB

4)  4)  ddAA  =  1/2   =  1/2 ddBB

5)  5)  ddAA  =  1/4   =  1/4 ddBB



The resistance of wire A is greater because its area is lessarea is less than
wire B.  Since areaarea is related to radiusradius (or diameter) squaredsquared,
the diameter of diameter of AA must be two times less than  must be two times less than BB.
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ConcepTest 18.3bConcepTest 18.3b Wires IIWires II

A wire of resistance A wire of resistance RR is is
stretched uniformly (keeping itsstretched uniformly (keeping its
volume constant) until it is twicevolume constant) until it is twice
its original length.  What happensits original length.  What happens
to the resistance?to the resistance?

1)  it decreasesit decreases by a factor 4by a factor 4
2)  it decreasesit decreases by a factor 2by a factor 2
3)  it stays the sameit stays the same
4)  it increases4)  it increases by a factor 2by a factor 2
5)  it increases5)  it increases by a factor 4by a factor 4



Keeping the volume (= area x length) constant means
that if the length is doubleddoubled, the area is halvedhalved.

Since              ,   this increases the resistance by fourfour.
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ConcepTest 18.4ConcepTest 18.4 DimmerDimmer

When you rotate the knob of aWhen you rotate the knob of a

light dimmer, what is beinglight dimmer, what is being

changed in the electric circuit?changed in the electric circuit?

1)      the power

2)      the current

3)      the voltage

4)   both (1) and (2)

5)   both (2) and (3)



The voltage is provided at 120 V from the
outside.  The light dimmer increases theincreases the
resistanceresistance and therefore decreases the currentdecreases the current
that flows through the lightbulb.

ConcepTest 18.4 ConcepTest 18.4 DimmerDimmer

When you rotate the knob of aWhen you rotate the knob of a

light dimmer, what is beinglight dimmer, what is being

changed in the electric circuit?changed in the electric circuit?

1)      the power

2)      the current

3)      the voltage

4)   both (1) and (2)

5)   both (2) and (3)

Follow-up:Follow-up:  Why does the voltage not change?  Why does the voltage not change?



ConcepTest 18.5aConcepTest 18.5a LightbulbsLightbulbs

Two lightbulbs operate at 120 V, butTwo lightbulbs operate at 120 V, but

one has a power rating of one has a power rating of 25 W25 W while while
the other has a power rating of the other has a power rating of 100 W100 W..

Which one has the greaterWhich one has the greater
resistance?resistance?

1)      the 25 W bulb

2)      the 100 W bulb

3)      both have the same

4)   this has nothing to do
with resistance



Since   P = VP = V22 / R / R      the bulb with the lowerlower
power ratingpower rating has to have the higherhigher
resistanceresistance.
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Follow-up:Follow-up:  Which one carries the greater current?  Which one carries the greater current?



ConcepTest 18.5bConcepTest 18.5b Space Heaters ISpace Heaters I

Two space heaters in your livingTwo space heaters in your living
room are operated at 120 V.room are operated at 120 V.
Heater 1 has Heater 1 has twicetwice the resistance the resistance
of heater 2.  Which one will giveof heater 2.  Which one will give
off more heat?off more heat?

1)      heater 1

2)      heater 2

3)      both equally



Using P = VP = V22 / R, / R,  the heater with the smaller resistancesmaller resistance

will have the larger powerlarger power output.  Thus, heater 2 will

give off more heat.
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